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ARE YOU READY?
LET’S GET STARTED!

Part I:

INTRODUCTION

Executive Summary
What does it take to be a high growth company? 
In November of 2016, we set out to unlock the secrets.

But, we weren’t looking for just any secrets. We wanted to learn what 
sales and marketing teams can do right now to accelerate growth and 
what current activities are inhibiting it. 

To unlock these secrets, we surveyed 200 sales and marketing leaders 
about growth at their companies and a host of factors that could be 
accelerating it or inhibiting it. The survey included questions regarding 
their teams, budgets, personnel, strategies, mindsets, technologies 
used, and more…all for the sake of determining the profi le of a high 
growth company.

The results did not disappoint. Along with many other key fi ndings, this 
report provides answers to questions like:

1. Is cold calling dead? Or, is it alive?
2. How many hours of training does a sales team
 need each week?
3. Should I focus marketing investment on inbound 
 or outbound lead generation?
4. What attributes of my sales team are undermining growth?
5. What are the most important strengths to have in 
 a marketing team?

Whether you’re a CEO or a Sales or Marketing leader at any level, 
this report can unlock new growth opportunities and serve as a key 
source of direction when evaluating how you market, sell, and invest to 
maximize revenue growth.

33TWEET THISINTRODUCTION
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Methodology: High Growth Defi ned

We asked survey participants to tell us their approximate revenue growth rate 
for the last three years. 

To ensure consistency, we provided the following formula for calculating the 
three-year growth rate: 

As you can see, about 83% of survey respondents fall into 
low growth bands, while the top 17% rise to meet our 
threshold for high growth.

To understand growth more holistically, we also asked 
respondents to provide their 2016 revenue, expected 2017 
revenue, and expected growth rates for 2016 and 2017. These 
additional metrics allowed us to explore and compare how the 
rates within the high or low segments vary based on certain 
factors. The charts below show the average and median growth 
rate variations between high and low growth companies from 
2016 to 2017.

Using the Inc. 5000 as a proxy for high growth companies, we pegged the cutoff  
for high growth at a three-year growth rate of 40% (in each of the last several 
years, the Inc. 5000 cutoff  for growth has also hovered around 40%).

(Estimated 2016 Revenue) – (2013 Revenue)
(2013 Revenue)

Throughout the report you’ll see references to 

high and low growth companies.

High growth is defi ned as
40%+ three-year growth rate

Low growth is defi ned as
< 40% three-year growth rate

 17% High Growth
40%+ Growth

 69% Low Growth
1-39% Growth

13% No Growth

1% Declining

17%

69%

Here’s a breakdown of survey respondents

by their three-year growth rates:

4
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The median growth rate for all companies in the 
survey was 10%. Throughout this report you’ll see data 
summarized by “high” and “low” growth as defi ned 
above, and “average” or “median” 2016 growth rate.

20
16 169%

9%

109%
12%20

17

High vs Low Growth

Average Annual Growth Rates
for 2016 and 2017

100%

20
16 40%

8%

38%

10%20
17

High vs Low Growth

Median Annual Growth Rates
for 2016 and 2017

100%

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH
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 Marketing 48%
 Sales 34%

 10% Head of Company

 5% Sales Dev / 
  Inside Sales

 4% Other

By Department

 5% Manager / Sr. Manager

 5% Individual Contributor

 12% C-Level

 Director/Sr. Director 48%
 VP / SVP / EVP 31%

By Job Level

RESPONDENT PROFILE

Computer Software
IT Services

Telecommunications
Manufacturing - Durables

Professional Services
Financial Services

Services
Insurance

Media
Hospitals/Health Care

Construction / Engineering
Pharmaceuticals
Medical Devices

Banking
Energy / Utilities

E-Commerce
Real Estate/Property Mgmt

Chemicals
Health Insurance

Non-Profi t
Hospital / Health Care

Leisure
Legal Services

Agriculture and Forestry
Manufacturing - Non-Durables

Consumer Products
Lodging

Logisting / Transportation
Wholesale
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By Company Size

By Industry

53%
Small 
(1-499)

24%
Medium

(500-4,999)

24%
Large

(5,000+)

Computer Software
IT Services

Telecommunications
Manufacturing - Durables

Professional Services
Financial Services

Services
Insurance

Media
Hospitals/Health Care

Construction / Engineering
Pharmaceuticals
Medical Devices

Banking
Energy / Utilities

E-Commerce
Real Estate/Property Mgmt

Chemicals
Health Insurance

Non-Profi t
Hospital / Health Care

Leisure
Legal Services

Agriculture and Forestry
Manufacturing - Non-Durables

Consumer Products
Lodging

Logisting / Transportation
Wholesale

https://twitter.com/home?status=%23HighGrowth%20companies%20tend%20to%20be%20small,%20fewer%20than%20500%20%23employees.%20%23smallbusiness%20%40DiscoverOrg%20%40Selling%20Tools%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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By Audience -
B2B or B2C

18%
B2C

82%
B2B

By Region of HQ

 85% United States of America

 6% Europe

 4% Canada

 1% Middle East

 >1% Asia (excluding Middle East)

>1% Australia (and the S. Pacifi c)

>1% Unknown

>1% Africa

>1% Latin America (and the Caribbean

FOR ADDITIONAL 
RESPONDENT PROFILE DATA, 

SEE APPENDIX A
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Account-Based Sales Development (ABSD)

Account-Based Customer Success (ABCS)

Account-Based Marketing (ABM)

None

FINDINGS

Regardless of the type of account-based 
strategy, high growth companies were 
more likely to be using it than low growth 
companies.  High growth companies are 
2.5X as likely to use an ABM strategy and 
nearly twice as likely to use an ABSD or 
ABCS strategy. Fewer than one-third 
of low growth companies use any 
account-based strategy outside ABS. Low 
growth companies are 56% more likely to 
use no account-based strategies.

COMMENTARY

The correlation between high growth and 
the use account-based strategies is one of 
the strongest and most telling in the survey. 
It supports the notion of achieving growth 
by aligning a unifi ed sales, marketing, and 
post-sale approach to focus on engaging 
multiple contacts at target accounts 
with highly personalized, multi-channel 
communications to land and expand in 
key accounts. Although each of these 
strategies shows a correlation with growth 
independently, the evidence suggests that 
these strategies are best implemented 
organization-wide and not just within 
individual departments.

Percentage of Respondents

Implementing Account-Based Strategies 
Comparing High and Low Growth Companies

High growth companies implement
account-based strategies

Which account-based strategies are you 
currently using (if any)?QUESTION

Account-Based Strategies

65% 
50% 

58% 
30% 

48% 
26% 

48% 
19% 

Account-Based Sales (ABS)

16% 
25% 

HIGH GROWTH LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=%23HighGrowth%20companies%20are%202X%20to%202.5X%20as%20likely%20to%20use%20an%20%23Account-Based%20strategy%20%40DiscoverOrg%20%40SellingTools%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Account-Based Sales Development (ABSD)

Account-Based Customer Success (ABCS)

Account-Based Marketing (ABM)

None

Percentage of Respondents

Cold Calling Mentality & Results 
High vs Low Growth

Cold calling is very much 
alive! We see great 

results from it.

Cold calling is very much 
alive! But we haven’t fi gured 
out the best way to do it yet.

I’m undecided about
cold calling as an

eff ective tactic.

Cold calling is dead!
 We don’t do it.

Cold calling is dead!
 We do it but our results

 are not good.

30%  
15%  

15% 
24%  

15% 
11% 

15%  
17%  

25% 
33%

Median Growth Rate
for 2016 of Companies that Said Cold Calling is 
Alive or Dead - High vs Low Growth

 100% 10% 58% 10%
Cold Calling 

is Alive
Cold Calling 

is Dead

COMMENTARY

High growth sales teams are executing in 
the trenches. This data speaks to the value 
of having a strong outbound prospecting 
strategy, team organization, the right tools, 
and data to execute well. For these strategies 
to actually produce results, team leaders 
must  develop sales skills through training, 
coaching, role playing, and managing teams 
to ensure results from cold calling.  

High growth companies are likely to see
great results from cold calling

Which describes your 
cold calling approach? QUESTION

FINDINGS

High growth companies are twice as likely 
to view cold calling as alive and see great 
results from it. The largest segment of 
low growth companies agrees that cold 
calling is alive, but they admit they’ve not 
yet fi gured out the best way to do it. Low 
growth companies are also more likely to 
be undecided about cold calling and about 
equally as likely to say it’s dead. The growth 
rate of high growth companies that said 
cold calling was alive was 42% higher than 
those who said it was dead.

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

Cold Calling Results & Mentality

11
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FINDINGS

High growth companies are much more likely to have 
a balanced mix of appointments set from outbound 
prospecting and inbound lead follow-up. Low growth 
companies that book almost all their appointments 
from outbound grew even slower than those with fewer 
outbound appointments.

The majority of high growth companies generate 
less than 33% of SDR appointments from outbound 
prospecting, but these companies had lower growth 
than their high growth peers who generated more 
appointments from outbound prospecting. High growth 
companies with less than 33% of appointments from 
outbound had median annual growth of 40% while 
those that booked more than 33% of appointments 
from outbound had median annual growth of 100%.

COMMENTARY

It’s not uncommon for an SDR team to rely upon and 
experience easier success from inbound leads received 
than from outbound prospecting. But, what about all the non “low-hanging fruit” opportunities they’re reserving for the 
competition? Some opportunities require a hunt since not all buyers who are ready to purchase a solution are actively 
looking for it. 

Organizations most likely to see success with outbound dedicate a team to that function and compensate them accordingly.  
Outbound prospecting is an art and a science and it requires a skilled rep to execute well. In order to create and retain 
talent, coaching, training, feedback, and practice must be an integral part of the day-to-day operations of sales management. 
Further, this art of sales must be coupled with accurate data and intelligence to inform conversations and improve 
connections as well as technology to improve speed and boost productivity. Outbound prospecting is challenging, but it can 
yield material results. The important thing is to not give up on it and adapt the approach if it isn’t working.

The fastest growing companies have a strong mix of
SDR appointments from outbound prospecting

What percent of SDR appointments come from
outbound prospecting?QUESTION

Outbound Prospecting

0-33% 34-66% 67-10%

Percent of Respondents
by Percent of SDR Appointments from Outbound Prospecting

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

Percent of Appointments from SDR Outbound

Pe
rc

en
t 

of
 R

es
p

on
d

en
ts

55% 67% 32% 7% 14% 26% 

0-33% 34-66% 67-10%

Median 2016 Growth Rate
by Percent of SDR Appointments from Outbound Prospecting

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

Percent of Appointments from SDR Outbound

M
ed

ia
n

 G
ro

w
th

 R
at

e

40% 10% 100% 10% 100% 8% 

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=Majority%20of%20%23HighGrowth%20orgs%20get%3C%2033%25%20SDR%20appointments%20from%20outbound,%20BUT%20those%20who%20booked%3E%20had%20higher%20growth%20rates%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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1. Each of the benefi ts mentioned above are realized 
when Sales and Marketing teams partner together 
eff ectively to ensure a seamless transition of leads 
to the SDR team.

2. Having SDRs report into sales provides a clear career 
path and progression within the organization.

3. Sales leaders are better equipped to give SDRs 
daily coaching and mentoring on eff ective cold 
calling techniques, objection handling, and more. 

4. SDRs who report into the Sales organization add 
to a tighter alignment between SDRs and AEs 
and removes the “us versus them” mentality. AEs 
see SDRs as junior versions of themselves and 
partners on the same team rather than on the 
other side of the marketing fence.

FINDINGS

Sales Development Representatives, sometimes called 
Business Development Representatives (BDRs) or Lead 
Development Representatives (LDRs) most often report 
into the sales function. When SDRs report into marketing 
or sales they are just as likely to experience high growth, 
but SDR teams at the fastest growing companies in the 
high growth group report to the Sales function. 

COMMENTARY

While there are benefi ts to having an SDR team report 
into marketing, such as greater perceived oversight 
on lead follow-up, more control over SDR initiatives/
campaigns, and easier collection of insights fed back 
into campaigns, the pros do not outweigh the cons.

Below is further explanation and exploration into
this concept:

Which Department Manages 
The SDR Function?
by Percent of Respondents

At most companies the SDR team reports to the Sales function
and that’s where they drive the highest growth

Which department manages
 the SDR function? QUESTION

SDR Team Reporting Structure
Pe

rc
en

t 
of

 R
es

p
on

d
en

ts

Sales Marketing Neither
85% 75% 10% 8% 5% 18% 

Median 2016 Growth Rate
By Department that Manages the SDR Function

M
ed

ia
n

 G
ro

w
th

 R
at

e

Sales Marketing Neither

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

0%

100% 75% 30% 25% 15% 20% 

Percent of Appointments from SDR Outbound

Percent of Appointments from SDR Outbound

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BReport%5D%20The%20fastest%20of%20%23highgrowth%20companies%20have%20their%20%23SDR%20function%20reporting%20to%20Sales%20(vs%20Marketing)%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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As with any skill, selling is best learned while practicing it. As often 

as possible reps should participate  in peer training and coaching.

Average 2016 Growth Rate

by Hours of Sales Training 
Delivered Each Week

1-2 
hours/week
87% High Growth
12% Low Growth

600%

500%

400%

300%

200%

100%

0%

3-4 
hours/week

286% High Growth
15% Low Growth

5+ 
hours/week

575% High Growth
13% Low Growth

The fastest growing companies provide three or more hours per week
of coaching and training to their sales team

How many hours of coaching / training 
does the sales team receive each week?

Sales Training & Coaching

Percentage of Respondents

by Hours of Training Received 
Each Week by the Sales Team

5+ Hours/Week
13% High Growth
20% Low Growth

3-4 Hours/Week
31% High Growth
17% Low Growth

1-2 Hours/Week
56% High Growth
63% Low Growth

FINDINGS

While most companies provide one or two hours of 
training weekly, the fastest growing organizations 
provide three or more hours of training each week.

COMMENTARY
While an increase in training hours correlated with 
a rise in growth rates for the high growth group, it 
did not with low growth companies. This suggests 
that training may not in of itself cause growth, but it 
is critical in sustaining it. Fast growing organizations 
need to train constantly to maintain momentum and 
enable teams to perform at a high level. Companies 
that err on the side of less training and coaching do 
not appear to set their teams up for the same level 
of success.

Training and coaching do not have to be confi ned 
to dry, formal, PowerPoint or webinar-based 
presentations. The best sales managers fi nd 
coaching moments while the team is practicing. 

In his bestselling book the The Talent Code: Greatness 
isn’t born, it’s Grown. Here’s How, author Daniel 
Coyle described the success of the famous UCLA 
basketball coach John Wooden. He said,  “what 
made Wooden a great coach wasn’t praise, 
wasn’t denunciation, and certainly wasn’t pep 
talks. His skill resided in the Gatling-gun rattle of 
targeted information he fi red at his players. This, 
not that. Here, not there …using what he called 
the whole-part method – he would teach players 
an entire move, then break it down to work on it’s 
elemental actions.”

HIGH GROWTH LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BReport%5D%20Growth%20rates%20above%20250%25%20when%20companies%20provide%203%2B%20hours%20p/wk%20of%20coaching%20%26%20training%20to%20%23SalesTeam%20%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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FINDINGS
When comparing sales budget at high and 
low growth small companies, we found that 
the median high growth company spent 22% 
of revenue on sales budget while the median 
low growth company spent just 4%. Also of 
note is that high growth companies were 3X 
as likely to spend over 20% of revenue on 
sales. At fi rst blush, we thought it was obvious 
that higher spend equates to higher growth. 
However, when we looked at the median 
growth rate data, the amount invested did 
not correlate an increase in growth rate with 
increases in spend. 

COMMENTARY
It is not surprising to see that high growth 
companies are more likely to have sales 
budgets that are larger as a percentage 
of revenue. In some cases, high growth 
companies surveyed represented startups 
with little revenue but spending signifi cant 
percentages on sales to grow the business. 
However,  the sparse correlation from an 
increase in sales budget to higher growth 
is surprising. One supporting fi nding to this 
eff ect is that the reported rate of dollars 
returned per dollar spent diminished with 
increased spend.

In analyzing sales budgets, we also looked at 
growth rates based on whether sales budget 
was spent on headcount or programs. It turns 
out that there was little diff erence in growth 
rates based on how the money was spent.

Percentage of Companies

by Amount Invested in Sales
Budgets as a Percent of Revenue

 22% 0-9% Sales Budget

 17% 10-19% Sales Budget

 28% 20-29% Sales Budget

 33% 30-39% Sales Budget

H
ig

h 
G

ro
w

th

 60% 0-9% Sales Budget

 23% 10-19% Sales Budget

 5% 20-29% Sales Budget

 13% 30-39% Sales Budget

Lo
w

 G
ro

w
th

Median 2016 Growth Rate

by Sales Budget as a Percent
of Revenue

*Because budgets vary widely based on size of company, and all 

but a few high growth respondents represent small companies we 

limited our budget analysis to small companies only.

Average 2016 Growth Rate

by Hours of Sales Training 
Delivered Each Week

High growth companies invest in more sales budgets, but
higher spend doesn’t necessarily 

equate to higher returns
What is your total

Sales budget?

Sales Budgets  (at Small Companies)

Percentage of Respondents

by Hours of Training Received 
Each Week by the Sales Team

30%+
65% High Growth

8% Low Growth

20-29%
75% High Growth
13% Low Growth

10-19%
40% High Growth
10% Low Growth

0-9%
65% High Growth
12% Low Growth

HIGH GROWTH LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BSurvey%20Results%5D%20Median%20%23HighGrowth%20orgs%20spent%2022%25%20of%20revenue%20on%20sales%20budget.%20Median%20low%20growth%20orgs%20spent%20just%204%25%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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For a list of specifi c sales and marketing technologies 
and the rate at which they are used by survey 

participants refer to Appendix A.

FINDINGS

High growth companies leverage more than twice 
as many solutions in their sales tech stacks and 23% 
more solutions in their marketing tech stacks.

COMMENTARY

This fi nding is in keeping with a later fi nding that 
Sales and Marketing teams that lack tech savvy 
suppress growth rates and “poor adoption of 
technology and systems” is the second leading 
growth inhibitor at low growth organizations.

The right technology can give companies a 
productivity boost, increase engagement, support 
team enablement, create a competitive advantage, 
and solve many other operational challenges. 
Technology also helps to deliver, consume, 
summarize, and manage data and intelligence. 
Organizations that adapt and adopt new 
technologies are poised to grow more rapidly than 
those that are slow to change or have sales forces 
that resist change. The right tool can streamline 
workfl ows, introduce opportunities, engage buyers 
more eff ectively and in ways that might otherwise 
be impossible. In short, growing companies view 
technology as a strategic advantage.

Median Number of Sales & 
Marketing Technologies Used 
High vs Low Growth Companies

High growth companies have deeper sales and marketing stacks
than their low growth peers

How many total technologies do you have in your 
sales / marketing tech stack?

Rate your Sales team on a scale 
of 1-5 for each attribute

Sales & Marketing Technology

Sales Technologies
High Growth
Used 13
Low Growth
Used 6

Marketing Technologies

High Growth
Used 16
Low Growth
Used 13

HIGH GROWTH LOW GROWTH

https://twitter.com/home?status=Sales%20teams%20at%20%23HighGrowth%20companies%20use%202X%20more%20technologies%20than%20those%20at%20low%20growth%20companies%20%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Top 5 Areas: Low Growth 
Companies Scored Better Than
High Growth Companies

Avg 
Score

1. Knowledge of products 3.7

2. Knowledge of the market 3.6

3. Experience 3.6

4. Knowledge of buyers 3.5

5. Competence 3.4

Top 3 Areas Where
LOW Growth Sales
Teams are Superior

Score 
Delta

1. Experience + 0.3

2. Discipline + 0.2

3. Handling Objections + 0.2

Top 3 Areas Where
HIGH Growth Sales 
Teams are Superior

Score 
Delta

1. Tech Savvy + 0.6

2. Adapting to Change + 0.3

3. Prospecting Skill + 0.2

FINDINGS

Both high and low growth sales teams 
are viewed as knowledgeable in key 
areas and generally competent, but 
high growth teams are most diff erent in 
the areas of “Tech Savvy” and “Adapting 
to Change.”

COMMENTARY

The fi nding that “Tech Savvy” and 
“Adapting to Change” outscored 
“Experience” and “Discipline” is one of 
the more provocative fi ndings of the 
survey. When evaluating each attribute 
individually, neither strength nor 
weakness in experience or discipline 
had a positive or negative impact 
on growth rates. In other words, 
placing undue emphasis on these 
characteristics makes little diff erence 
on your team’s performance. In fact, 
some organizations have embraced 
or are experimenting with hiring less 
experienced sellers who are hungry 
for an opportunity to grow and prove 
themselves. The hypothesis is that 
these high potentials will come with 
fewer bad habits and opinions, and a 
willingness to adapt to the company 
and sales culture. Further, if they come 
with higher levels of tech savvy they 
lower the risk of inhibiting growth (see 
the next fi nding).

Top 5 Areas: High Growth 
Companies Scored Better Than 
Low Growth Companies

Avg 
Score

1. Knowledge of products 3.8

2. Knowledge of the market 3.7

3. Tech savvy 3.6

4. Competence 3.6

5. Knowledge of buyers 3.5

High growth sales teams are 
more tech savvy and adaptable,

less experienced and disciplined
Rate your Sales team on a scale 

of 1-5 for each attribute

Sales Team Attributes

FOR FULL LIST, 
SEE APPENDIX B

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BReport%5D%20High%20growth%20%23SalesTeams%20are%20more%20%23TechSavvy%20%26%20adaptable%20%40DiscoverOrg%20%40SellingTools%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Top Sales Team Weaknesses 
that Hurt Growth Rates
Median Growth Rate at Companies with Weak or 
Very Weak Ratings for Each Attribute

FINDINGS

Strengths in sales team attributes did not 
drive higher growth rates relative to the 
overall median. However, weaknesses in 
prospecting skill, storytelling, tech savvy, and 
knowledge of products and buyers had a 
signifi cant negative impact on growth rates. 

COMMENTARY

It might seem obvious that “prospecting 
skill” is a critical sales attribute, but many 
organizations heap so many responsibilities 
upon sales representatives that a skill as 
fundamental as prospecting gets swallowed 
up in working complex opportunities 
with multiple stakeholders, navigating 
systems and processes, managing account 
relationships post-sale, caring for renewals, 
upsell, etc. The negative impact that weak 
prospecting and storytelling skills has on 
growth is a reminder that the art of selling 
is just as important today as ever before, 
and sales teams should be organized and 
trained in a way where  this critical need is 
not a casualty to other priorities.

Sales team weaknesses in prospecting, storytelling and tech savvy can
slash growth rates by as much as half

For this fi nding we looked at how sales teams were scored for each attribute. 
We grouped “Weak” and “Very Weak” responses and separately grouped “Strong” 
and “Very Strong” responses and then compared growth rates at each group.

Rate your Marketing team on a scale of
 1-5 for each attribute

Sales Team Strengths & Weaknesses

10.0%
Overall Median Growth 

Rate for All Respondents

5.0%
Weak Prospecting Skill

6.5%
Weak Storytelling

7.0%
Weak Knowledge

of Products

7.0%
Weak Tech Savvy

7.0%
Weak Knowledge

 of Buyers
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FINDINGS

High and low growth marketing 
teams ranked the highest for the 
same fi ve attributes, but in diff ering 
order. Within the top fi ve, high 
growth teams were more forward 
thinking and innovating than low 
growth teams. Outside the top fi ve, 
high growth teams were better 
at enabling and partnering with 
sales, driving lead volume, and 
communicating and positioning the 
value of the company’s off ering.

COMMENTARY

In a survey with strong 
participation from both marketing 
and sales roles, it is encouraging 
to see a connection between 
growth and enabling and 
partnering with sales, but again 
the diff erences are subtle. The 
attributes marketing teams should 
focus on become even more clear 
when each attribute is evaluated 
independently for its impact on 
growth (see the next fi nding).

Top 5 Marketing Team Attributes
at HIGH Growth Companies

Avg 
Score

1. Forward thinking/innovating 3.7

2. Establishing brand awareness & credibility 3.7

3. Competence 3.7

4. Tech savvy 3.6

5. Communicating & positioning the  3.6
value of your off ering

Top 5 Marketing Team Attributes
at LOW Growth Companies

Avg 
Score

1. Competence 3.7

2. Establishing brand awareness & credibility 3.6

3. Forward thinking/innovating 3.5

4. Tech savvy 3.4

5. Communicating & positioning the  3.4
value of your off ering

Top 3 Areas Where LOW Growth 
Marketing Teams are Superior

Score
Delta

1. Managing data quality +0.2

2. Creating engaging content  +0.2
for prospects & customers 

3. Testing, Measuring and Investing in  +0.1
high ROI program

Top 3 Areas Where HIGH Growth 
Marketing Teams are Superior

Score
Delta

1. Enabling & partnering with Sales +0.4

2. Lead gen volume +0.4

3. Communicating & positioning the  +0.3
value of your off ering

High growth marketing teams are better at 
enabling and partnering with sales 

and maintaining lead volume
Rate your Marketing team on a scale of

 1-5 for each attribute

Marketing Team Attributes

FOR FULL LIST, 
SEE APPENDIX B

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5B2017%20Report%5D%20High%20growth%20%23marketing%20teams%20are%20better%20at%20partnering%20with%20%23sales,%20forward-thinking,%20%26%20tech%20savvy%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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FINDINGS

Marketing teams are most likely to accelerate growth 
when they exhibit strength in managing data quality, 
driving lead gen volume, testing, measuring, and 
investing in high ROI programs, and focusing on lead 
quality. Marketing teams can also hurt growth if their 
teams lack competence, tech savvy, innovation, or basic 
ability to establish brand awareness and credibility.

COMMENTARY
Data quality emerged as a theme in several survey 
questions. With data’s critical role in the success 
or failure of a campaign and the completeness of 
reporting and insight gathering, it’s not surprising that 
eff ectively “managing data quality” can also lift growth. 

“Testing, measuring, and investing in high ROI 
programs” gives marketers visibility into what’s 
working and what’s not and helps to optimize 
spending for the highest returns. Campaign 
attribution systems, like Full Circle Insights, give 
marketers high levels of visibility into campaign 
infl uence, funnel metrics, and ROI.

It’s not surprising that marketing teams can hurt 
growth with a lack of competence. Consider all the 
communications that a marketing team sends to 
prospects and customers. Irrelevant, error laden, 
“spammy” marketing messages can burn bridges 
ahead of any sales eff ort. Perhaps more intriguing 
is the fi nding that marketers hurt growth when 
they fail to innovate, or if they do not embrace, 
understand, or leverage technology eff ectively.

Marketing strengths in
data quality management, lead volume, 
and ROI lift growth rates

For this fi nding we looked at how marketing teams were scored for each attribute. 
We grouped “Weak” and “Very Weak” responses and separately grouped “Strong” 
and “Very Strong” responses and then compared growth rates at each group

Top Marketing Team Strengths
That Accelerate Growth
Median Growth Rate at Companies with Strong or 
Very Strong Ratings for Each Attribute

Top Marketing Team Weaknesses 
That Inhibit Growth
Median Growth Rate at Companies with Weak or 
Very Weak Ratings for Each Attribute

Marketing Team Strengths & Weaknesses

Overall Median 
Growth Rate

 (for all Respondents) 10%

Lead Gen Quality 13.5%

Lead Gen Volume 15%

Testing, Measuring 
and Investing in 

High ROI Programs 15%

Managing 
Data Quality 15%

Overall Median 
Growth Rate

 (for all Respondents) 10%

Competence 8%

Tech Savvy 8%

Forward Thinking / 
Innovating 8%

Establishing brand 
awareness and 

credibility 8%

https://twitter.com/home?status=%23Marketing%20strengths%20in%20data%20quality%20management,%20lead%20volume,%20%26%20%23ROI%20lift%20growth%20rates%20%40DiscoverOrg%20%40Selling%20Tools%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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COMMENTARY

Why is inbound lead generation so powerful? 
Because it works while you eat, sleep, or work on 
other initiatives. Just as a subscription business 
model delivers recurring revenue, inbound lead 
generation provides a steady stream of recurring 
leads and pipeline.

But, eff ective inbound lead generation doesn’t just 
happen. It requires signifi cant upfront investment 
and constant fi ne-tuning to build a website optimized 
for search, for conversion, and for mobile. It means a 
content strategy that supports writing and publishing 
compelling content optimized and accessible for 
search. Inbound lead generation is not a tactic as 
much as it is a strategy. An inbound strategy aims 
to make a website more accessible to buyers’ online 
searches by creating content that answers buyers’ 
questions, educates them on important issues 
related to an off ering, makes it easy to learn about a 
company’s products and services, and makes it easy 
to engage with Sales.

FINDINGS

Low growth companies struggle to drive even a third 
of marketing qualifi ed leads (MQLs) from inbound 
website marketing. The select few companies that 
can drive two-thirds or more of their leads from 
inbound lead generation to the website have a 2016 
growth rate that is 4-5X that of their peers.
 

Inbound lead generation linked to high revenue growth,
but most companies struggle 

to generate inbound leads
For this fi nding we looked at how marketing teams were scored for each attribute. 
We grouped “Weak” and “Very Weak” responses and separately grouped “Strong” 
and “Very Strong” responses and then compared growth rates at each group

What percent of marketing qualifi ed leads are inbound 
leads sourced from the website?

Inbound Lead Generation

Percent of Low Growth Respondents

by Percent of MQLs from 
Website Leads 

Median 2016 Growth Rate 

by Percent of MQLs from
Inbound Website Leads

0-33%
81% Low Growth 

Companies

81%

34-66%
15% Low Growth 

Companies

15%

67-100%
3% Low Growth 

Companies

3%

67-100%
33% MQLs from 
Inbound Website 

Leads

33%

0-33%
8% MQLs from 

Inbound Website 
Leads

8%

34-66%
5% MQLs from 

Inbound Website 
Leads

5%

https://twitter.com/home?status=Inbound%20%23LeadGen%20linked%20to%20high%20revenue%20growth,%20but%20most%20companies%20struggle%20to%20generate%20inbound%20leads%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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FINDINGS
High and low growth companies 
alike share the same top fi ve 
growth accelerators with the 
exception of “Strong vision and 
leadership” on the high growth 
side and “Alignment between 
sales and marketing” on the low 
growth side. Narrowly outside the 
top fi ve, high growth companies 
were signifi cantly more inclined to 
cite “low competition” as a growth 
accelerator. Low growth companies 
were more likely to say “fi nancial 
backing and investment growth.”

COMMENTARY

Despite the clear connection 
between some factors out of the 
hands of sales and marketing, 
“strength of sales team & execution” 
and “strength of marketing team 
& execution” both appeared in the 
top fi ve growth accelerators at high 
growth companies. Embedded in 
these two very basic statements 
are many of the fi ndings discussed 
in this report. Sales and Marketing 
execution means doing the hard 
things like ABM, cold calling, and 
training, investing in technology 
and tech savvy people, hiring and 
developing for key strengths and 
rooting out critical weaknesses. 
Indeed, great teams and 
great execution are the very 
keys to growth.

Top 3 Accelerators Where Low 
Growth Companies Scored Better

Votes 
Delta

1. Alignment between sales & marketing +20%

2. Pricing Strategy  +12%

3. Strong fi nancial backing & investment  +10%
growth

Top 5 Growth Accelerators
at High Growth Companies Votes

1. Strength of sales team & execution 77%

2. Strength of products & services 74%

3. Continuous product innovation 48%
  & improvement 

4. Strong vision & leadership 48%

5. Strength of marketing team & execution 45%

Top 5 Growth Accelerators
at Low Growth Companies Votes

1. Strength of sales team & execution 68%

2. Strength of products & services 66%

3. Strength of marketing team & execution 45%

4. Strong adoption & use of tech & systems 45%

5. Continuous product innovation 43%
  & improvement

Top 3 Accelerators Where High 
Growth Companies Scored Better

Votes 
Delta

1. Low Competition +19%

2. Strength of sales team & execution +9%

3. Strength of products & services  +8%

Low competition and strength of sales team, 
products, services, and leadership emerge as biggest diff erentiators

between high and low growth companies

What are the top fi ve factors 
accelerating your rate of growth?

Top Growth Accelerators

FOR FULL LIST, 
SEE APPENDIX B

37%
High Growth
Companies

FINDINGS

Low growth companies source 23% percent 
of new bookings from marketing lead 
sources on average. High growth companies 
book 37% from marketing sources.

COMMENTARY

This fi nding signals that sales teams at high 
growth companies have stronger partners 
working with them to drive growth. When 
taken in tandem with the fi nding that high 
growth teams are still booking high levels 
of meetings from outbound prospecting, 
it indicates that not only are high growth 
teams showing a higher mix of marketing 
sourced bookings (which could occur simply 
by marketing taking credit), but that they are 
driving incremental opportunities as sales 
continues to generate opportunities and the 
team collectively performs at a higher level.

Marketing teams that eff ectively track and 
measure the lead-to-cash process will have 
better visibility into which campaigns are 
generating marketing sourced bookings and 
which are not. This added level of visibility 
alone gives marketing teams insights into 
what to keep and stop doing. By focusing on 
high ROI investments, marketing can stretch 
budget dollars further and drive incremental 
pipeline and bookings for sales.

Average Marketing Sourced Booking %
High Growth vs Low Growth Companies

High growth companies generate a 
higher percentage of new bookings from 
marketing campaigns

What percent of new bookings 
are sourced by Marketing?

What are the top fi ve factors 
accelerating your rate of growth?

Marketing Sourced Bookings

23%
Low Growth
Companies

https://twitter.com/home?status=%23Marketing%20strengths%20in%20data%20quality%20management,%20lead%20volume,%20%26%20%23ROI%20lift%20growth%20rates%20%40DiscoverOrg%20%40Selling%20Tools%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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FINDINGS
High and low growth companies 
alike share the same top fi ve 
growth accelerators with the 
exception of “Strong vision and 
leadership” on the high growth 
side and “Alignment between 
sales and marketing” on the low 
growth side. Narrowly outside the 
top fi ve, high growth companies 
were signifi cantly more inclined to 
cite “low competition” as a growth 
accelerator. Low growth companies 
were more likely to say “fi nancial 
backing and investment growth.”

COMMENTARY

Despite the clear connection 
between some factors out of the 
hands of sales and marketing, 
“strength of sales team & execution” 
and “strength of marketing team 
& execution” both appeared in the 
top fi ve growth accelerators at high 
growth companies. Embedded in 
these two very basic statements 
are many of the fi ndings discussed 
in this report. Sales and Marketing 
execution means doing the hard 
things like ABM, cold calling, and 
training, investing in technology 
and tech savvy people, hiring and 
developing for key strengths and 
rooting out critical weaknesses. 
Indeed, great teams and 
great execution are the very 
keys to growth.

Top 3 Accelerators Where Low 
Growth Companies Scored Better

Votes 
Delta

1. Alignment between sales & marketing +20%

2. Pricing Strategy  +12%

3. Strong fi nancial backing & investment  +10%
growth

Top 5 Growth Accelerators
at High Growth Companies Votes

1. Strength of sales team & execution 77%

2. Strength of products & services 74%

3. Continuous product innovation 48%
  & improvement 

4. Strong vision & leadership 48%

5. Strength of marketing team & execution 45%

Top 5 Growth Accelerators
at Low Growth Companies Votes

1. Strength of sales team & execution 68%

2. Strength of products & services 66%

3. Strength of marketing team & execution 45%

4. Strong adoption & use of tech & systems 45%

5. Continuous product innovation 43%
  & improvement

Top 3 Accelerators Where High 
Growth Companies Scored Better

Votes 
Delta

1. Low Competition +19%

2. Strength of sales team & execution +9%

3. Strength of products & services  +8%

Low competition and strength of sales team, 
products, services, and leadership emerge as biggest diff erentiators

between high and low growth companies

What are the top fi ve factors 
accelerating your rate of growth?

Top Growth Accelerators

FOR FULL LIST, 
SEE APPENDIX B
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Top 5 Growth
Inhibitors
(Low Growth)

Votes

1. High Competition 66%

2. Poor adoption & use of 49%
 tech & systems 

3. Lack of high quality 48%
 account & contact data,   
 info & intelligence

4. Sales team & execution 41%

5. Lack of alignment between 36%
 sales & marketing

5. Poor market conditions 36%

5. Lack of product innovation 41%
  

Lack of high quality account and contact data 
a top inhibitor at high and low growth 
companies

What are the top fi ve factors 
inhibiting your growth?

Top Growth Inhibitors

1. Lack of high quality 65%
 account & contact data,   
 info & intelligence

2. Poor pricing strategy (over- 52%
 pricing, under-pricing not 
 charging for value provided

3. High competition 48%

4. Sales team & execution 45%

5. Poor adoption & use of 42%
 tech & systems 

Top 5 Growth 
Inhibitors 
(High Growth)

Votes

Top 3 Inhibitors 
Impacting High 
Growth Companies
more than Low
Growth Companies

Votes 
Delta

1. Poor pricing strategy (over- +19%
 pricing, under-pricing not 
 charging for value provided

2. Lack of high quality +16%
 account & contact data,   
 info & intelligence

3. Marketing team & +6%
 execution 

Top 3 Inhibitors 
Impacting Low 
Growth Companies
more than High
Growth Companies

Votes 
Delta

1. High competition +18%

2. Lack of vision & leadership +9%

3. Lack of product innovation +7%

3. Poor adoption & use of  +7%
 tech & systems

FINDINGS & COMMENTARY 

ON NEXT PAGE

FOR FULL LIST, 
SEE APPENDIX B

https://twitter.com/home?status=Lack%20of%20high%20quality%20%23account%20and%20%23contact%20data%20a%20top%20inhibitor%20at%20high%20and%20low%20growth%20companies.%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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FINDINGS

While neither high nor low growth companies mentioned data as an accelerator of 
growth, both mentioned lack of high quality account and contact data, information, 
and intelligence as a top growth inhibitor. High growth companies were less likely 
than low growth companies to blame external factors such as high competition 
and poor market conditions and more likely to blame pricing strategy, data, and 
execution by sales and marketing.

COMMENTARY

Lack of high quality account and contact data signals a variety of problems for both 
high and low growth companies. Sales reps spend too much time in non-selling 
activities like scouring social media, corporate websites, news sites to scrounge up 
contact information, actionable intelligence, and other context to help them engage 
meaningfully with prospects. As much as 30-70% of the data in a CRM is decaying 
each year depending on the industry. Sales and marketing teams are polluting and 
duplicating systems with inconsistent, incomplete, and invalidated data.

In addition to data problems, low growth companies are struggling to adopt and use 
technology and systems. This could be tied to more experienced and disciplined sales 
teams at low growth companies resisting change and lacking the tech savvy to adopt 
new solutions and processes.

Low growth companies were more likely to rank external factors such as high 
competition and poor market conditions as inhibitors of growth.

It’s also interesting to note that some of the same factors that appeared as top growth 
accelerators also appeared as top growth inhibitors for both high and low growth 
companies. Using “sales team and execution” as an example, this could mean one of 
two things: while companies attribute growth to the sales team and recognize their 
strengths, they also recognize key defi ciencies that represent inhibitors to growth and 
in some cases, it may be that the companies that did not attribute growth to the sales 
team in the accelerators question are now weighing in that not only is it not a top 
accelerator, but it’s actually an inhibitor.

For a list of specifi c sales and marketing technologies
and the rate at which they are used by survey participants 

refer to Appendix B

What are the top fi ve factors 
inhibiting your growth?

https://twitter.com/home?status=Report%20finds%20that%20in%20addition%20to%20%23data%20problems,%20low%20growth%20companies%20struggle%20to%20adopt%20%26%20use%20technology%20%26%20systems%20%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Sales Intelligence Purchase Criteria RankedFINDINGS

By a healthy margin, both high and 
low growth companies agree that 
the most important criteria used in 
evaluating account and contact data 
providers is “accuracy of data.”

COMMENTARY

Every marketer who has ever 
purchased a list of leads for an email 
marketing campaign has experienced 
the havoc that bad data can wreak on 
results. Likewise, every SDR or sales rep 
who has prospected using third-party 
contact data knows how demoralizing 
it is to waste time dialing bad phone 
numbers, dealing with switchboards 
and gatekeepers, or discovering that 
contact after contact is no longer with 
the company. For these reasons and 
more, survey respondents agreed 
that data accuracy is paramount when 
partnering with an intelligence provider. 

Not surprisingly email addresses, which 
appeal to both sales and marketing 
buyers, rated a distant second, while 
data coverage took the third place.

Accuracy is the most important criteria for companies selecting 
an account and contact data provider

Rank the following criteria used to evaluate providers 
of account and contact data and intelligence

Account & Contact Data
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FOR ADDITIONAL SALES & 
MARKETING TECHNOLOGIES 

USED, SEE APPENDIX B

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BSurvey%5D%20Accuracy%20is%20the%20most%20important%20criteria%20for%20companies%20selecting%20an%20account%20and%20contact%20data%20provider%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Part III:

CONCLUSION & KEY TAKEAWAYS
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High growth companies execute well in the diffi  cult aspects of sales 
and marketing. They implement account-based strategies that require 
tailored messaging and multi-channel communications. They value 
outbound cold calling and other outbound prospecting tactics. They 
have SDR teams dedicated to outbound prospecting. They invest in 
inbound marketing and drive high volumes of inbound leads. They 
spend more time training their sales teams. They target and grow in 
other regions of the world without overstretching themselves.

KEY TAKEAWAYS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. DO THE HARD THINGS

Recommendation:

Evaluate growth opportunities and make changes in the areas of account-
based strategies, geographical expansion, establishing and appropriately 
incentivizing inbound and outbound appointment setters, inbound demand 
generation, and sales training. 

https://twitter.com/home?status=Want%20to%20achieve%20%23highgrowth?%20Report%20finds%20you%20have%20to%20do%20the%20%22hard%20things%22.%20Read%20to%20find%20out%20more%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Low and high growth teams both hire smart people 
who understand their products, buyers and markets, 
but high growth teams excel in a few unique areas. 
High growth marketing teams manage data quality 
well. They eff ectively test, measure and invest in high 
ROI programs; they produce strong and consistent 
lead volume and they focus on lead quality. Sales 
teams that rate poorly for prospecting skill, storytelling, 
tech savvy, or who just don’t get the product or buyer 
can signifi cantly impair growth.

2. HIRE AND DEVELOP TEAMS WITH STRENGTHS THAT ACCELERATE 
GROWTH AND ROOT OUT WEAKNESSES THAT INHIBIT IT

Recommendation:

Administer aptitude tests for all new incoming employees 
to test competence. When interviewing candidates for 
sales roles ask them to tell you a story about a customer 
they’ve sold to in the past and listen for identifi cation of 
the buyer, the problem, how the solution helped them, 
and the resulting outcome. Ask them to teach you a clever 
approach to prospecting that they’ve used in the past to 
generate new business. Pretend that you’re a buyer with 
specifi c characteristics and ask them to pitch you on the 
product. Ask sales and marketing candidates about the 
technologies they’ve used in the past, how those systems 
impacted their productivity, their familiarity with systems 
you use, tools they like for personal use, what tools they 
use for communication, and how they use them.

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BReport%5D%20%23HighGrowth%20%23marketing%20teams%20differentiate%20themselves%20by%20managing%20data%20quality%20well%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Bad data can be the single point of failure in an otherwise successful marketing campaign or prospecting eff ort. Every 
marketer who has purchased a list and every sales rep who has used it can rightly complain about the quality of data. 
Using bad data is demoralizing. If your team doesn’t have access to the right contacts at the right accounts, if they are 
dialing bad phone numbers, pinging bad email addresses, segmenting lists on blank or bad fi eld values you may jump 
to false conclusions about the failure of their eff orts. Marketing teams that manage data quality well see signifi cantly 
higher growth rates than the median company. High and low growth organizations both recognize that the most 
important criteria in selecting a data provider is “data accuracy.” Yet many companies choose to make their haystack 
larger and prioritize coverage or price above quality. Having accurate, clean data at the fi ngertips of your sales and 
marketing teams sets them up for success.

Recommendation:

Organizations can manage data quality better by fi rst 
keeping bad data out of their systems, and by partnering 
with data providers that focus on quality, accuracy, and 
validation. Many marketing teams use “smart” forms to 
append data to contacts that fi ll out forms, and many use 
deduplication and data cleansing solutions that keep data 
clean on a regular basis. Data validation rules that require 
CRM users to fi ll out certain fi elds and standardize data 
values also helps.

4. FOCUS ON PROVIDING SALES AND MARKETING TEAMS WITH 
HIGH QUALITY ACCOUNT AND CONTACT INTELLIGENCE 

Recommendation:

Assign someone on your team the responsibility of evaluating, managing, and eff ectively growing your 
technology stack. Technology should be thought of as a strategic advantage. Without clear responsibilities 
for sales tech planning, prioritizing, evaluating, and implementing, it’s unlikely to provide that strategic 
advantage. Look beyond what helps managers (like forecasting, coaching, reporting) and consider 
technologies that will more directly impact growth. Those are technologies that help your team uncover 
more opportunities, engage with prospective buyers more eff ectively, and win more deals. Follow and 
subscribe to sales or marketing technology blogs, publications, and analysts. Network with colleagues in 
similar sales and marketing roles on what technologies are making a diff erence in their organization and 
work with consultants that understand your business, your market, your buyer, best practice processes 
and technologies to help chart a path forward. Put clear metrics into place and monitor them regularly 
to understand where and when there are issues with adoption and identify the underlying causes. 
Technologies that go unused or underused should be reevaluated as new technologies are considered.

3. INVEST IN TECHNOLOGY AND PEOPLE WHO HAVE THE CAPACITY 
AND DESIRE TO LEARN AND USE IT EFFECTIVELY

High growth teams use signifi cantly more technologies in their sales and marketing tech stacks. They 
also employ more tech savvy and adaptable sales professionals. On the fl ipside, poor adoption of 
technology and processes is one of the leading growth inhibitors of low growth organizations. The 
right technology can give companies a boost in productivity, engagement, enablement, and create a 
competitive advantage. Organizations that adapt and adopt new technologies are poised to grow more 
rapidly than those that are slow to change or have sales forces that resist change. The right tool can 
deliver intelligence, streamline workfl ows, introduce opportunities, or engage buyers more effi  ciently 
and in ways that might otherwise be impossible.

https://twitter.com/home?status=Report%20finds%20that%20%23HighGrowth%20teams%20use%20more%20technology.%20Ergo,%20hire%20%23techsavvy%20people.%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Bad data can be the single point of failure in an otherwise successful marketing campaign or prospecting eff ort. Every 
marketer who has purchased a list and every sales rep who has used it can rightly complain about the quality of data. 
Using bad data is demoralizing. If your team doesn’t have access to the right contacts at the right accounts, if they are 
dialing bad phone numbers, pinging bad email addresses, segmenting lists on blank or bad fi eld values you may jump 
to false conclusions about the failure of their eff orts. Marketing teams that manage data quality well see signifi cantly 
higher growth rates than the median company. High and low growth organizations both recognize that the most 
important criteria in selecting a data provider is “data accuracy.” Yet many companies choose to make their haystack 
larger and prioritize coverage or price above quality. Having accurate, clean data at the fi ngertips of your sales and 
marketing teams sets them up for success.

Recommendation:

Organizations can manage data quality better by fi rst 
keeping bad data out of their systems, and by partnering 
with data providers that focus on quality, accuracy, and 
validation. Many marketing teams use “smart” forms to 
append data to contacts that fi ll out forms, and many use 
deduplication and data cleansing solutions that keep data 
clean on a regular basis. Data validation rules that require 
CRM users to fi ll out certain fi elds and standardize data 
values also helps.

4. FOCUS ON PROVIDING SALES AND MARKETING TEAMS WITH 
HIGH QUALITY ACCOUNT AND CONTACT INTELLIGENCE 

https://twitter.com/home?status=%5BReport%5D%20Want%20to%20achieve%20%23highgrowth?%20Give%20your%20sales%20%26%20marketing%20teams%20what%20they%20want%3A%20%23GoodData%20http%3A//ow.ly/CDEn307JbAs
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Additional

Resources

Account-Based Strategies
Account-Based Marketing Playbook

Cold Calling
Cold Calls, Warm Leads [eBook]

Outbound Sales & Marketing
The Power of Outbound Sales [Whitepaper]
Outbound Marketing Study [Report]

Sales and Marketing Technology
Smartsellingtools.com

https://smartsellingtools.com/
https://discoverorg.com/
https://pages.discoverorg.com/cold-call-ebook-ares-3.html?SS=SC&CPN=701160000012zoH
https://pages.discoverorg.com/outbound-marketing-sales-strategy-arr-1.html?SS=SC&CPN=701160000012zoH
https://pages.discoverorg.com/Outbound-vs-Inbound-Report-2015-arr-1.html?SS=SC&CPN=701160000012zoH
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APPENDIX A:
Respondent Profi le
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High vs Low Respondents

by Department

Head of Company
10% Low Growth
21% High Growth

Sales
32% Low Growth
42% High Growth

Marketing
50% Low Growth
21% High Growth

Inside Sales / Sales 
Development

5% Low Growth
8% High Growth

Other
3% Low Growth
8% High Growth

High Growth vs Low Growth Respondents

by Job Level

35%

50%

39%

30%

19%

11%

3%

5%

3%

4%

Director / 
Sr. Director

Manager /
Sr. Manager

Individual 
Contributor

VP / SVP / EVP

C-Level

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

TAKEAWAY: Despite four times as many marketing respondents as CEOs, CEOs represented just as many high 

growth companies. Sales represented the largest group of high growth respondents.

TAKEAWAY: Ninety percent of survey respondents were director-level or higher.
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High vs Low Growth Respondents
by Function

0% 10% 20% 30%

13%
29%

8%
26%

25%
10%

14%

7%

8%

5%

10%

10%

3%

3%
5%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

0%

5%

3%

2%

3%

3%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

High vs. Low Growth Respondents

by Job Function

Head of Sales

Head of Company

Head of Marketing

Sales Management

Other

Sales Representative

Digital Marketing

Product Marketing

Sales Support

Inside Sales Management

Corporate Marketing

Demand Generation

Sales Operations

Public Relations

Event Marketing

Marketing Operations

Inside Sales Rep

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

Percentage of Respondents

by Job Function

 Head of Marketing 26%
 Head of Sales 16%
 Sales Management 13%
 Head of Company 10%
 Other 8%
 Sales Representative 8%
 Digital Marketing 5%

 5% Product Marketing

 4% Corporate Marketing

 3% Demand Generation

 2% Marketing Operations

>2%  Sales Operations
  Event Marketing
  Public Relations
  Sales Support
  Inside Sales Management
  Content Marketing
  Inside Sales Rep

TAKEAWAY: Seventeen diff erent functions were represented within the Sales and Marketing department. 

Department or company heads represented nearly half of respondents and two-thirds of 

high growth responses.
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High vs Low Respondents

by Company Size

Small 
47% Low Growth
84% High Growth

Medium
24% Low Growth
13% High Growth

Large
28% Low Growth
3% High Growth

High vs Low Growth Respondents
by Function

0 10 155 20 3025

11 17
6 21

2 15
1 13

3 10

10
11

9
7

6

31
31
31

21
12

4

2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

High vs. Low Growth Respondents

by Industry

Computer Software
IT Services

Telecommunications
Manufacturing - Durables

Professional Services
Services

Financial Services
Insurance

Hospitals / Health Care
Media

Construction / Engineering
Banking

Pharmaceuticals
Medical Devices

Real Estate / Property Mgmt
E-Commerce

Chemicals
Leisure

Non-Profi t
Energy / Utilities

Legal Services
Agriculture and Forestry

Lodging
Consumer Products

Manufacturing - Non-Durables
Hospital / Health Care

Logistics / Transportation
Health Insurance

Wholesale

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

TAKEAWAY: Nearly all the high growth companies were at companies with fewer than 500 employees.

TAKEAWAY: Software, IT Services, and Professional services companies were most likely to experience high growth.
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Percentage of Respondents

by Company Ownership

32%
Publicly
Owned

68%
Privately
Owned

High Growth vs Low Growth Respondents

by Company Ownership 

High vs. Low Growth Respondents

by Audience B2B or B2C

B2B
94% High Growth
79% Low Growth

B2C 
6% High Growth
21% Low Growth

High vs. Low Growth Respondents

by Region of Headquarters

94
%

79
%

6% 21
%

TAKEAWAY: Two-thirds of respondents and ninety percent of high growth respondents were privately owned.

TAKEAWAY: The vast majority of survey 

respondents (82%) market and sell in 

a business-to-business environment.

TAKEAWAY: Overall, respondents were largely US based,  but 

internationally based companies stole a disproportionate 

share of the high growth companies.

Priv
ate

ly

Owned

Public
ly

Owned

66
%

87
%

34
%

13
%

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

United States of America
71% High Growth
89% Low Growth

Canada
16% High Growth

2% Low Growth

Middle East
3% High Growth
1% Low Growth

Australia (and the S. Pacifi c) 
3% High Growth
0% Low Growth

Africa
3% High Growth
0% Low Growth

Europe
3% High Growth
6% Low Growth

Asia (excluding the Middle East)
0% High Growth
1% Low Growth

Latin America (and the Caribbean)
0% High Growth
1% Low Growth

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

71%
89%

16%
2%

3%
1%

3%
0%

3%
0%

3%
6%

0%
1%

0%
1%
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30%
Australia

(and the S. Pacifi c)

29%
Asia

(excluding the 
Middle East)

19%
Middle East

15%
Africa

Percentage of Respondents

by Age of Company in Years

11%
1-9

years

 30%
10-19 
years

14%
20-29
years

13%
20-29
years

4%
40-49
years

29%
50+

years

High vs Low Growth

by Age of Company in Years

1-9 years
39% High Growth

5% Low Growth

10-19 years
45% High Growth
26% Low Growth

20-29 years
13% High Growth
15% Low Growth

30-39 years
3% High Growth

15% Low Growth

40-49 years
0% High Growth
4% Low Growth

50+ years
0% High Growth

36% High Growth

39%

5%

45%

26%

13%

15%

3%

15%

0%

4%

0%

36%

Percentage of Respondents

Targeting Specifi c
Regions

97%
United States 
of America

50%
Canada

43%
Europe

31%
Latin America 
(and the 
Caribbean)

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

TAKEAWAY: Surprisingly, the biggest group of high growth companies was 10-19 years old. 

Not surprisingly 1-9 years old followed as a close second. 
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High vs Low Growth Repondents

by Regions Targeted

Percent of Respondents

Targeting Specifi c Number of Regions

1-2
Regions 

Targeted

3-6
Regions 

Targeted

6-8
Regions 

Targeted

TAKEAWAY: Nearly all companies target the United States. Half or fewer targeted any other region. 

Additionally, high growth respondents are more likely to be targeting a handful of 

regions (not all regions) and more likely than low growth companies to be targeting 

Canada and Australia.

Unite
d St

ate
s

of A
m
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a

Austr
alia

(and th
e S.

 Pacifi
 c)

Asia
 (e

xclu
ding 

Middle Ea
st)

Latin
 Am

eric
a 

(and th
e Carib

bean)

Afri
ca

Middle Ea
st

Eu
ro

pe

Canada

90
%

97
%

61
%

47
%

45
%

26
%

45
%

42
%

26
%

29
%

26
%

31
%

16
%

14
%

16
%

18
%

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH

HIGH GROWTH

LOW GROWTH
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APPENDIX B:
Additional Findings
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Marketing Technologies Used

Which of the following types of Marketing
Technologies does your organization use today?

Marketing Technology Marketing Technology% %

Brand Advocacy  30%

Lead Scoring  29%

Event Registration & Ticketing  29%

Data Quality / Duplicate Prevention /  27%
Data Append26 

Website Visitor Identifi cation 26%

Conversion & Optimization: 24%
Landing Page Builders

Video Hosting / Content Delivery 23%
Network (CDN) 

Predictive Analytics / Predictive Intelligence  21%

Marketing Resource Management 21%
 (Budgeting) 

Search Advertising Software  20%

Native Advertising  20%

Document Creation  20%

Account-Based Marketing  19%
(ABM) Engagement Platform

Interactive Content 17%

Sales Enablement / Guided Selling / Content  17%
Recommendation / Content Confi gurator  

Online Reputation Management /  16%
Review Tracking 

Conversion & Optimization:  14%
Heat Maps and In-Page Analytics 

Content Portal / Repository  14%

Event Apps for Mobile  14%

Cross-Channel / Cross-Device Advertising 10%

Audience Response  7%

Lead Mining  6%

Email Marketing 74%

Sales & Marketing Intelligence  63%

Search Marketing: Organic Search Marketing / 59%
SEO Analytics / Competitive Analytics 

Social Media Marketing: Social Media 53%
Analytics & Monitoring 

Website Analytics / Digital Analytics 53%

Graphic Design 53%

Event Planning  53%

Marketing Analytics / Campaign Attribution  51%

PR: Press Release Targeting, Distribution,  49%
Monitoring and Analytics

Website Content Management System (CMS) 46%

Event Management  46%

Display Advertising / Retargeting /  43%
Mobile Advertising 

Lead Forms / Capture  43%

Webinar / Webcast / Web  41%
Conferencing Platform 

Stock Imagery  41%

Website Hosting  40%

Account & Contact Data Provider / List Purchase  39%

Marketing Automation  39%

Conversion & Optimization:  34%
AB Testing & Personalization 

Social Media Marketing: Infl uencer Marketing 34%

Content Marketing / Editorial Process / Workflow  34%

Survey 34%

Social Media Marketing: Social Media  31%
Management Suites 
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Sales Technologies Used

Sales Technology Sales Technology% %

CRM 52%

Pipeline and Opportunity Management 42%

LinkedIn Free 45%

Dashboards and Reports 33%

LinkedIn Premium 33%

Screen Sharing / Web Conference / 33%
Conference Line

Compensation / Commissions 38%

Presentation Software 35%

Sales Intelligence 38%

Account & Contact Data Provider /  37%
List Purchase

Call: Phone 32%

LinkedIn Sales Navigator 27%

Call: VoIP 27%

Marketing Automation 20%

Calendaring / Appointment Setting 30%

E-Signature 15%

Call: Headset 22%

Sales Analytics & Forecasting 22%

 Account Planning 27%

Content Portal / Repository 17%

Confi gure / Price / Quote (CPQ) 15%

ROI Calculator & Value Selling Tools 13%

Social Selling Applications 13% 

Sales Performance Management /  12%
Gamifi cation / Incentives

Live Chat 10%

Sales Communication Platforms 17%

Call Recording Software 13%

Dialing Automation 12%

Sales Enablement / Guided Selling / Content   10% 

Recommendation / Content Confi gurator 10%

Document / Proposal Generator 10%

Contract Management 12%

Training and Coaching Software 10%

Geolocation / Mapping 12%

Predictive Analytics / Predictive Intelligence 5%

Learning Management System 7%

Business Card Reader / Scanner 2%

Which of the following types of Sales 
Technologies does your organization use today?
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Marketing Team Attributes

Rate your Marketing team on a scale of
 1-5 for each attribute

  Communicating and 
  positioning the value of 
  your off ering

  Competence

  Creating engaging content   
  for prospects and customers

  Enabling and partnering
  with Sales

  Enabling and partnering  
  with Sales Development

  Establishing brand 
  awareness and credibility

  Forward thinking / 
  innovating

  Inbound lead generation

  Lead gen quality

  Lead gen volume

  Managing data quality

  Outbound lead generation 

  Tech savvy 

  Testing, Measuring and 
  Investing in high ROI 
  programs

Sales Team Attributes

Rate your Sales team on a scale 
of 1-5 for each attribute

  Adapting to change

  Competence

  Delivering product demos

  Discipline

  Entering and maintaining 
  account and contact data 
  with quality and 
  completeness

  Experience

  Handling objections

  Knowledge of buyers 

  Knowledge of products

  Knowledge of the market

  Prospecting Skill

  Sales Skill

  Storytelling

  Supporting and partnering
  with Marketing

  Tech savvy

https://smartsellingtools.com/2017-sales-tech-categories/
https://smartsellingtools.com/subscribe/
http://go.smartsellingtools.com/register-for-the-sales-stack-seminar-series
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Top Growth Inhibitors

  High competition

  Lack of adequate capital and 
  investment in growth

  Lack of alignment between 
  sales & marketing

  Lack of high quality account 
  and contact data, information 
  and intelligence

  Lack of product innovation

  Lack of vision and leadership

  Marketing team and 
  execution

  Poor adoption and use 
  of technology and systems

   Poor market conditions

  Poor pricing strategy 
  (over-pricing, under-pricing, 
  not charging for all the value 
  provided)

  Sales team and execution

   Weakness of product and
  services

Top Growth Accelerators

  Alignment between sales
  and marketing

  Continuous product 
  innovation and improvement

  Favorable market conditions

  Low competition

  Pricing strategy 

  Strength of marketing team 
  and execution

  Strength of products 
  and services

  Strength of sales team 
  and execution

  Strong adoption and use of 
  technology and systems

  Strong fi nancial backing and 
  investment growth

  Strong vision and leadership

  Use of high quality account 
  and contact data, information 
  and intelligence

What are the top fi ve factors 
accelerating your rate of growth?

What are the top fi ve factors 
inhibiting your growth?
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About DiscoverOrg

DiscoverOrg is the leading global sales and marketing intelligence 
tool used by over 2,000 of the world’s fastest growing companies to 
accelerate growth. The company itself has been named an Inc. 5000 
fastest-growing company six times. DiscoverOrg’s award-winning 
solutions provide a constant stream of accurate and actionable 
company, contact, and buying intelligence that can be used to fi nd, 
connect with, and sell to target buyers more eff ectively - all integrated 
into the leading CRM and Marketing Automation Tools in the market. 
DiscoverOrg’s team of 250+ researchers refreshes every data point at 
minimum every 60 days - ensuring customers reach the right buyers 
with the right message at the right time.

About Smart Selling Tools

Smart Selling Tools, Inc., is an analyst and consulting fi rm that 
specializes in sales productivity and sales performance solutions 
sometimes referred to as RevTech. Businesses of all sizes can fi nd 
suggestions and reviews for sales and marketing software along 
with guides for building your sales stack. The fi rm doesn’t sell sales 
software. They provide great information to help you select the right 
sales tools for your organization. The right tools can help your sales 
team spend more time with high-quality prospects that close, and less 
time on everything else. Join their weekly SalesTech Newsletter or 
sign-up for their free Webinar Series.

https://smartsellingtools.com/2017-sales-tech-categories/
https://smartsellingtools.com/subscribe/
http://go.smartsellingtools.com/register-for-the-sales-stack-seminar-series
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http://smartsellingtools.com
https://discoverorg.com/?SS=SC&CPN=701160000012zoH

